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You are the light of the world- like a city on a hilltop
that cannot be hidden. No one lights a lamp and then
puts it under a basket. Instead, a lamp is placed on a
stand, where it gives light to everyone in the house.
In the same way, let your good deeds shine for all to see,
so that everyone will praise your Heavenly Father.
- Matthew 5:14-16 NLT
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hining and becoming a reference point becomes rewarding both
to us and others if and only if, it is visible, relevant and useful
to someone. Relevance is the key to sustainability. We can only
retain a seat on the table if we are relevant, otherwise it’s a matter of time
before we are tossed off the table. No one is happy wasting his resources
on an unproductive venture and God is not either.. in fact He does not
tolerate waste in any shape or form. It is thus critical that when we plan
and begin to shine, we position ourselves in a place and in a way that is
visible, relevant and useful. This way the light is upon the lamp stand. Let
me add an urgency to the equation: you are unique, have a
purpose, have a mission to deliver and you do not have eternity to
achieve it!! Once you begin to shine, waste no time ; Place the light upon
the lamp stand.

How then can we put our light upon a lamp
stand for our and the benefit of others?
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Too many times, we spend our time
articulating things we need and want
from others, and spare no time to
prepare ourselves to give.

First, determine to be a problem solver. To many of us are too focused
on ourselves to even see problems around us, even those that would cost
us almost nothing to provide solutions for. Let me pose this personal
challenge to us all including myself: what is my value proposition to the
world around me? What should people who know and hear of me look
forward to getting from me? What do I have to offer? Too many times,
we spend our time articulating things we need and want from others,
and spare no time to prepare ourselves to give. While preparing
oneself by understanding one’s needs and seeking to meet them in itself
is not bad, it would be more productive to also be clear on what we have
to give. This way we can be easily located both to give and receive! Any
living thing which receives and does not give eventually becomes stale
and wither. This is because it has no avenue to dispose of what is no
longer required by him ( even when still useful in itself) and thus
eventually will have no room to receive more no matter how much they
need it.
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Second, locate yourself properly. It is said: birds of the same feather flock
together, this is soooo true. When we belong to the right company, it is
almost inevitable that we would find ourselves ( either voluntarily and
or with a little push) engaged in delivering worthy solutions and happily
contribute our own quota to improving our world. This way; we become
visible, relevant and useful to the world around us. The light is shinning
upon the lamp stand.
It is said: birds of the same

feather flock together, this is
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Third, add to your visibility, relevance and usefulness : character.
Character makes your visibility compelling. A person with weak
character traits no matter how beneficial they may be, ultimately drives
their beneficiaries to seek more ‘dignifying alternatives’. In fact, the
greater the benefits being derived, the stronger the search for
alternatives becomes to avoid disappointments. Thus it is a matter of
time, may be in the most unexpected time that they are tossed off the
table. I would imagine that when we think of shining, we

should
plan to shine in terms of both strong character and
competence which deliver an irrepressible
charisma. Let’s remember that when we behave well despite our

strong competence, successes and appeal we keep people coming to us.
It is thus in our own best interest to develop good and healthy habits,
practice them and live them out diligently and in time, we develop such
strong personal brands, people cannot ignore us. They would love
coming to us, causing our light and influence to shine even better.
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